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1860 - An attorney, Abraham Lincoln, is elected to the limited position of CEO aka
President of the United States (Corporation). The last land jurisdiction Congress
adjourns sine die. The original Constitution which is a tri-lateral international treaty,
national trust indenture, and commercial services contract called "The Constitution
for the united States of America" is set-aside.
1861 - An undeclared illegal commercial mercenary conflict begins on our shores. It
is never declared as a war by any Congress.
1865 - Southern states in ruins and Northern states are bankrupt. Foreign
bankruptcy trustees take over and the "Territorial" Congress acts as a Board of
Directors for "The United States of America" (Inc.) An Armistice comes, but no actual
Peace Treaty-- proving again that the whole "Civil War" was never a war.
1868 - Congress publishes the deceptively similar looking and sounding "Federal"
Territorial Constitution called "The Constitution of the United States of America". This
is a corporate charter for a foreign governmental services corporation.
1907 - The United States of America (Inc.) goes bankrupt and claims our land
jurisdiction state lands and private lands as surety for their own debts. Nobody is
told about this process of taking titles to land under color of law, so nobody can
refute it.
1924 - The last actual United States Treasury closes its doors. From now on, we will
be in the thrall of foreign central banks and banking cartels.
1932 - A second governmental services corporation dba "the United States of
America" (Inc.) goes bankrupt. [Notice the very slight difference between "The" and
"the" United States of America, Inc.] FDR claims that all our lawful Trade Names are
the names of Foreign Situs Trusts standing as sureties for the debts of the United
States of America, Inc. More color of law titles are taken to our labor, our private
property assets, our children, and everything else. Again, we are never told about
these nefarious claims and have no opportunity to refute them.
1934 - The Gold Reserve Act creates the "Exchange Stabilization Fund" and puts the
Secretary of the Treasury [of Puerto Rico] in charge of this gigantic Slush Fund,
which is used to buy and sell foreign currency so as to distort and control the world's
money commodity markets. The Federal Reserve becomes a de facto storefront for
this illegal activity and the New York Fed becomes the broker for it.
1944-46 - The Municipal United States Treasury is rolled into the International
Monetary Fund and takes over as the government of the Territorial United States.
The U.S. Secretary of the Treasury becomes the head of the IMF Board of Governors.
The Government Accounting Office adopts Dual Accrual Bookkeeping and uses it to
hide vast amounts of income in slush funds monitored by the States of States and

STATES OF STATES being run as franchises of both the Territorial United States and
Municipal United States corporations.
1953 - The bankruptcy of The United States of America [Inc.] settles and the land is
released. The vermin lie and say that they don't know who the land belongs to
anymore, and use this as an excuse to roll up all the titles they seized under color of
law and deceit and non-disclosure into a giant land trust and make themselves the
presumed beneficiaries of it.
1998 - We woke up.
1999 - The bankruptcy of the United States of America [Inc.] settles and the same
schtick is played with the gold confiscated from our grandparents and greatgrandparents by FDR. The banks who were responsible for the bankruptcy in the first
place lied and said that they didn't know who all that gold belonged to. So they took
it on a claim of abandonment.
2001 - The Bush/Vanguard/Saudi/Mossad group stages the Twin Towers attack and
destroys billions of financial records and uses the disaster to steal large quantities of
physical gold kept in repositories under the WTC.
2008 - Pope Benedict XVI takes action to give Notice to the World and rein in the
perpetrators. The Paradigm Project gathers steam to bring foreclosure on the
incorporated quasi-governments of the world.
2010 - James Thomas McBride issues The Universal Postal Union Treaty of the
Americas, establishing the demand of living people to receive back their assets and
denying the fictitious titles taken under color of law to land and given names of living
people.
2011 - The Notice Process is completed. All the government services corporations on
Earth are given full disclosure and demand and due process; final findings of Breach
of Trust and Violation of Commercial Contract are issued.
2012 - Accelerating effort to locate and claim back assets belonging to the American
states and people, including the posting of international notices and liens extracting
the living people and their assets from the incorporated government registries.
2013 - 2016 - Ongoing work to claim back and establish clear records of land claims
and identities of people from the so-called Civil War onward as a means to establish
standing for private administrative and commercial processes to return the assets
and establish the American states and people as the Principal Priority Creditors of the
UNITED STATES and its heirs, successors, and assigns and THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, its heirs, successors and assigns. In 2015, Obama creates millions of
bankrupt Puerto Rican public transmitting utilities named after living Americans in a
bid to keep the old fraud system going.
2017-- Here we are. The new banking system is scheduled to come on line very soon
and it promises to be transparent, user friendly, and self-correcting. We shall see. As
we write, millions of Americans continue to be harassed and misidentified as either
Territorial United States Citizens or Municipal United States CITIZENS and millions
are wrongfully incarcerated as part of a vast "Prisons for Profit" Scheme.
Despite all this there are signs that the walls are beginning to crack. The attorneys
who have been so singularly responsible for all this fraud and legal chicanery are
feeling the heat and the people, once awakened, are finding their feet and
remembering who they are --- and bit by bit and piece by piece and day by day,
they are beginning to take action.
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